BIS Brazilian GCH/PanAm GCH/MBIS Int'l CH (ICE)/U-CH/AmGCH Redfox's Lucky, Strike it Jaron

**Lucky**

Sire: MBISS GCHG CH Red Fox's Strike it Rich  Dam: U-CH Jaron's Tham-B Topaz Moonshine

In addition to Lucky's impressive accomplishments in the ring, he is also an outstanding producer as the sire of:

- AmGCH/MBIS Int'l CH (Sr. Puppy, ICE)/BIS Int'l CH (IABCA Grand Sieger Winner)/Jaron's Tham-B Cheers to Monogram
- AmGCH/MBIS Int'l CH Jaron's Tham-B Hooray for Monogram
- AmGCH/MBIS Int'l CH (ICKE)/BIS Int'l CH (Baby, ICE)/BIS U-CH/MBIS Int'l CH (Baby, IABCA Grand Sieger Winner)/Jaron's Monogram Lucky’s Star

Lucky is available for sale.

Ronny Junkins - Jaron's Lhasas ROM
http://www.jaronslhasas.com

Breeding for type, not for trend!